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PrimeTranscoder     for Mac
Automatically Convert Clips 

to Sharable or Editable
From Imagine Products Inc. 

For
MAC

Create one clip from many for editable files.

Trascoding can
occur automatically
by setting up watch
folders. Prime
is compatible with
ShotPut Pro, offload
confidently and
share easily.

Apply one or multiple LUT files to clips. Any 1D or 3D 
LUT can be loaded into PrimeTranscoder.

GPU Acceleration can be used to 
increase speed.

Transcode to multiple formats 
at once by selecting multiple 
standard or user created presets.

Include native audio 
as well as external 
audio files.

R

PrimeTranscoder is a transcoding application 
compatible with over 20 different media file types.

Over 20 different file types including 4K formats. 
Select one or multiple formats for transcoding.

Overlay and burn 
in any image or text.

Width, height and anchor
spot can be changed per

transcode.

R

PrimeTranscoder™

Overlay time code and burn it into transcodes.
Select the 
color or size 
and add a 
box around 
the time 
code.

™



Free Demo Available!
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Minimum Computer Requirements
Macintosh

4 GB of RAM | 16 GB Free disk space 
 Web access for registration

OSX 10.11 or 10.10 

PrimeTranscoder At a Glance
PrimeTranscoder is a simple-to-use tool that saves time. 
Directly convert any HD media, such as ARRI, RED or 
AVCHD, Sony XDCam, etc. into sharable movie files in one 
step. PrimeTranscoder even outputs to Avid DNX files for 
editing! 

Automatically transcode incoming files by setting up 
watch folders and presets or drag and drop files in for 
manual transcoding.

Selectable compression settings and codecs allow output 
of multiple formatted clips at the same time, such as edit 
quality QuickTime files and lower resolution proxies with 
burned in Timecode and your company logo for the web 
or sharing  with clients. 

Why Use PrimeTranscoder?
PrimeTranscoder for Macintosh is an automated video 
compression application that creates self-contained movies 
directly from digital HD media (e.g. Canon, Panasonic, Sony, etc). 
Saves Time: Automatically make self contained, low 
resolution, movies for customer review, web sharing and rough 
cuts. Or output high resolution clips for editing, including 
formats like; ProRess4444 or 422. 
Automatic Transoding: Use ShotPut Pro in conjunction with 
PrimeTranscoder to process clips as they are copied to hard disk. 
Multiple Formats at once: PrimeTranscoder outputs Avid DNX 
and MXF formats, creating editable clips automatically. Need 
both H.264 and ProRes formats? Or Windows Media and Flash? 
Maybe all four? Create them all at the same time.
Convert Any HD Files: Compatible with ARRI (Alexa adn Amira), 
Adobe Cinema DNG, Canon (AVCHD, EOS Cinema, EOS Digital 
SLR, XF) GoPro, JVC MP4, RED (Epic Dragon, ONE, Scarlet) Sony 
(XDCAM HD/EX, NXCAM) and many more. 
Manual Process: Drag and Drop entire card volumes or 
individual video files into the processing window. 
Standard Presets: PrimeTranscoder is preloaded with 5 
different presets; 4K to ProRes4444, H.264, PreRoll Post, ProRes 
422 and iPhone & iPad which are set up to 
automatically transcode to these file types.
User Presets: Users can define and save their own presets
including watch folders, watermarks, burned in timecode
and color correction with LUT files. Presets can be exported
and shared with other Prime users.
Customize Settings: Select from a variety of codecs, image 
quality, sizes, bit rates, sound sample rates and tracks.
Merge Spanned Clips: Automatically merge camera 
separated files into long proxy clips for smooth, 
consolidated playback.
Timecode Burn: Add a visual timecode track directly 
burned-into the video image. Adjust size, color, and position 
of the timecode in the intuitive Preview window.
Watermark Overlay: Insert your company logo, text or file 
name into the proxies. Easily customize the size and position 
for any compression Preset. 
Activities Log: Keep track of your files with PrimeTrascoder’s 
printable report of proxies created, data, etc.

Set It and Forget It
The convenience of PrimeTranscoder’s unattended 
processing in the background is unparalleled. Designate 
a “Watch Folder” and let the application process any video 
files in that location, as well as new ones as they’re copied 
into it. Offloading with ShotPut Pro into PrimeTranscoder 
watch folders create a seamless, fast and automatic 
workflow solution.

PrimeTranscoder presents a list of movies, thumbs, and 
their processing status including estimated remaining 
time to completion.

Should processing have to be stopped for any reason, it 
can be resumed within the same Watch Folder later. In 
doing so, PrimeTranscoder will skip files already finished 
and only compress any remaining or new video files. 

For
MAC

Find Us. Like Us. Follow Us. 
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Get details of merged files for each item added.


